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Core cutter
with SDS-max shank

The DreBo core cutter guarantees efficient handling thanks to its 
one-piece tool design. Specially developed for the new generation 
of powerful hammer drills, the core cutter guarantees efficient work 
with high durability. As an ideal tool for through holes in concrete, 
natural stone and masonry.

Optimum tooth geometry and
asymmetrical tooth arrange-
ment suitable for fast drilling 
progress in hard materials.

Centering drill bit for easy, exact 
spot drilling.

Chisel-shaped carbide-tipped 
teeth ensure a high shattering 
effect and therefore fast drilling 
progress.

Additional raker teeth enable 
easier hollowing out of the entire 
core diameter. No chiseling out of 
the drill core necessary.

For rotary hammer drills weighing 
up to 5 kg with SDS-max chuck.

DIAMETER
MM

TOTAL LENGTH
MM ITEM NO.

40 310 7330

40 550 7331

45 310 7332

45 550 7333

45 990 7342

55 310 7336

55 550 7337

55 990 7343

65 310 7338

65 550 7339

65 990 7344

80 310 7340

80 550 7341

80 990 7345

Materials
The core cutter enables through 
holes even in extremely hard ma-
terials.

The use of high-quality alloy
steel in combination with
state of the art hardening 
and soldering techniques 
as well as specialized 
surface treatment produces 
a high quality, robust profes-
sional tool.

Low-vibration drilling
guarantees smooth drilling
and protects man and 
 machine.
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With the increased spinal width 
and core thickness, break resis-
tance is increased and low-vibration 
drilling is possible. The increased 
flute pitch also allows faster 
 removal of drilling dust. Thanks to 
the short flute, the core cutter 
offers a reduced drill bit weight, 
which ensures easy work.

The one-piece tool enables op-
timum transmission of energy to 
the drill bit head without damping 
losses of the impact energy.

3 large volume spiral flutes
ensure fast removal of drilling dust, 
fast drilling progress and the triple 
flute ensures low-vibration drilling. 
The result is consistently precise, 
round drilled holes.
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Concrete ***
Solid brick ***
Lime sandstone ***
Natural stone **
Hollow hole brick **
Reinforced concrete *Та
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